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Abstract 

In this paper we present acyclic coloring algorithms to color the vertices of middle graph 

and total graph of extended Duplicate graph of Firecracker ( )2,nF  graph. Also we obtain the 

chromatic number of the same. 

Introduction 

A proper coloring of a graph G is the coloring of the vertices of G such 

that no two neighbors in G are assigned the same color. Throughout this 

paper, by a graph we mean a finite, undirected, simple graph and the term 

coloring is used to denote vertex coloring of graphs. 

A acyclic coloring of a graph G is the proper vertex coloring such that the 

subgraph induced by any two color classes does not contains a cycle. The 

notion of acyclic chromatic number was introduced by B. Grunbaum [6] in 

1973. The acyclic chromatic number of a graph ( )EVGG ,=  is the minimum 

number of colors which are necessary to color G acyclically and is denoted by 

( )Ga  [2, 3]. 
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An ( )kn,  firecracker is a graph obtained by the concatenation of 

-, kn stars by linking one leaf from each [4, 7, 8]. 

The concept of extended duplicate graph was introduced by Thirusangu 

et al. [9]. A duplicate graph of G is denoted by ( )11 , EVDG =  where the 

vertex set VVV = 1  and =VV   and VVf →:  is bjective (for 

,Vv   we write ( ) vvf =  for convenience) and the edge set 1E  of DG is the 

edge 21vv  is in E if and only if both 21vv   and 21vv  are edges in .1E  The 

extended duplicate graph of DG, denoted by EDG, is defined as, add an edge 

between any two vertex from V to any other vertex in ,V   except the terminal 

vertices of V and .V   For convenience, we take Vv 2  and Vv 2  and thus 

the edge 22vv    is formed [10]. 

The middle graph of G, denoted by ( )GM  was introduced in 1981 and is 

defined as follows [1]. The vertex set of ( )GM  is ( ) ( ).GEGV   Any two 

vertices yx,  in ( )GM  are adjacent in ( )GM  if one of the following case 

holds. 

(i) x and y are adjacent edges in G 

(ii) x and y are incident in G. 

The total graph of G, denoted by ( ),GT  is defined as follows [1, 5]. The 

vertex set of ( )GT is ( ) ( ).GEGV   Any two vertices yx,  in the vertex set of 

( )GT  are adjacent in ( )GT  if one of the following cases holds. 

(i) yx,  are in ( )GV  and x is adjacent to y in G. 

(ii) yx,  are in ( )GE  and yx,  are adjacent in G. 

(iii) x is in ( ) yGV ,  is in ( )GE  and yx,  are incident in G. 

The extended duplicate graph of Firecracker ( )2,nF  graph is denoted by 

(( ))2,nFEDG  with 4n vertices  .,,,,,,,, '
2

'
3

'
2

'
1221 nn vvvvvvv   

Acyclic Coloring of Middle graph of Extended duplicate graph of 

Firecracker ( )2,nF  graph (  ( ))2,nFEDGM  
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Coloring Algorithm 1: 

Input:  (( )) 2,2, nFEDGM n  

 14321
'
2

'
3

'
2

'
12321 ,,,,,,,,,,,,,, − nnn xxxxvvvvvvvvV   

{ 

for ( 1=k  to )n2 ) 

} 

;1, kk vv  

} 

if ( )2mod1n  

{ 

for ( ( 1=k  to )







2

n
 

{ 

( ) ;2, 12212 −+− knk xx  

} 

;2, 2412 −− nn xx  

} 

else 

for ( ( 1=k  to )







2

n
 

{ 

( ) ;2, 12212 −+− knk xx  

} 

} 
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if ( )2mod1n  

{ 

for ( 1=k  to )







2

n
 

{ 

;3, 1222 −+ knk xx  

} 

;3, 13 −nn xx  

else 

for ( 1=k  to )







2

n
 

{ 

;3, 1222 −+ knk xx  

} 

;3,,, 241312 −−− nnnn xxxx  

} 

;414 −nx  

} 

Output: Vertex Colored  (( )).2,nFEDGM  

Theorem 1. The acyclic chromatic number of Middle graph of Extended 

Duplicate graph of Firecracker ( )2,nF  graph is given by a 

(  ( )) .2,42, = nFEDGM n  

Proof. Color the vertices of  ( )2,nFEDGM  as given in the algorithm 1. 

The color class of 1 is  .21;, nivv ii   The color class of 2 is 

 ( ) 





−−−+−
2

1;,,, 241212212
n

kxxxx nnknk  when n is odd and 
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 ( ) 





−+− 2
1;, 12212

n
kxx knk  when n is even. The color class of 3 is 

 





−−+ 2
1;,,, 131222

n
kxxxx nnknk   when n is odd and 

 





−−−−+
2

1;,,,,, 2413121222
n

kxxxxxx nnnnknk   when n is even. The 

color class of 4 is 14 −nx  

Case (i) 

Consider the color classes of 1 and 2. The induced subgraph of the color 

classes of 1 and 2 is a collection of paths 3P  and isolated vertices, therefore, it 

is an acyclic graph. 

 

Figure 1. 

Case (ii). Consider the color classes of 1 and 3. The induced subgraph of 

the color classes of 1 and 3 is a collection of paths 3P  and isolated vertices, 

therefore, it is an acyclic graph. 

Case (iii). Consider the color classes of 1 and 4. The induced subgraph of 
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the color classes of 1 and 4 is a collection of paths 2P  and isolated vertices, 

therefore, it is an acyclic graph. 

Case (iv). Consider the color classes of 2 and 3. The induced subgraph of 

the color classes of 2 and 3 is a collection 12 +nP  path when n is odd and 1+nP  

path when n is even therefore, it is an acyclic graph. 

Case (v). Consider the color classes of 2 and 4. The induced subgraph of 

the color classes of 2 and 4 is a collection of path  nnnn xxxxx 321411 , −+  

and isolated vertices therefore, it is an acyclic graph. 

Case (vi). Consider the color classes of 3 and 4. The induced subgraph of 

the color classes of 3 and 4 is a collection of path  nnnn xxxxx 3121421 +−+  

and isolated vertices therefore, it is an acyclic graph. 

Thus, the induced subgraph of any two color classes is acyclic and 

therefore the coloring given in the algorithm 1, is an acyclic coloring. 

Hence (  ( )) .242 = nFEDGMa n  

Acyclic Coloring of Total graph of Extended duplicate graph of 

Firecracker ( )2,nF  graph (  ( )).2,nFEDGT  

Coloring Algorithm 2. 

Input:  ( ) 2,2, nFEDGT n  

 1432123212321 ,,,,,,,,,,,,,, − nnn xxxxvvvvvvvvV   

{ 

for  1=k  to n) 

{ 

if ( )2mod1n  

{ 

;12,12 − kk vv  

} 
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else 

{ 

;1,,, 122212  −++− knkknk vvvv  

} 

} 

if ( )2mod1n  

for ( 1=k  to n) 

{ 

;2, 122  −kvv  

} 

else 

for ( 1=k  to )







2

n
 

{ 

;2,,, 122212  −+−+ kknkkn vvvv  

} 

if ( )2mod1n  

{ 

for ( 1=k  to )







2

n
 

{ 

( ) ;3, 12212 −+− knk xx  

} 

;3, 2412 −− nn xx  

else 
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for ( 1=k  to )







2

n
 

{ 

( ) ;3, 12212 −+− knk xx  

} 

if ( )2mod1n  

{ 

for ( 1=k  to )







2

n
 

{ 

( ) ;4, 1222 −+ knk xx  

} 

;4, 13 −nn xx  

else 

for ( 1=k  to )







2

n
 

{ 

( ) ;4, 1222 −+ knk xx  

;4, 241 −− nn xx  

} 

for ( 1=k  to )2−n  

{ 

( ) ;5, 13 −++ knkn xx  

} 

;514 −nx  

} 
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Output: Vertex Colored  (( )).2,nFEDGT  

Theorem 2. The acyclic chromatic number of Total graph of Extended 

Duplicate graph of Fire cracker graph 2,nF  is given by a 

(  ( )) .2,5 = nSEDGT n  

Proof. Color the vertices of  ( )2,nFEDGT  as given in the algorithm 2. 

Case (i). Consider the color classes of 1 and 2. The induced subgraph of 

the color classes 1 and 2 is the collection of tree therefore, it is an acyclic 

graph. 

Case (ii). Consider the color classes of 1 and 3. The induced subgraph of 

the color classes of 1 and 3 is the collections of paths 2P  and isolated vertices 

therefore, it is an acyclic graph. 

Case (iii). Consider the color classes of 1 and 4. The induced sub graph of 

the color classes of 1 and 4 is the collection of paths 2P  and isolated vertices 

therefore, it is an acyclic graph. 

Case (iv). Consider the color classes of 1 and 5. The induced subgraph of 

the color classes of 1 and 5 is a collection of path  nn xvx 3214 −  and isolated 

vertices therefore, it is an acyclic graph. 

Case (v). Consider the color classes of 2 and 3. The induced subgraph of 

the color classes of 2 and 3 is a collection of paths 2P  and isolated vertices 

therefore, it is an acyclic graph. 

Case (vi). Consider the color classes of 2 and 4. The induced subgraph of 

the color classes of 2 and 4 is a collection of paths 2P  and isolated vertices 

therefore, it is an acyclic graph. 

Case (vii). Consider the color classes of 2 and 5. The induced subgraph of 

the color classes of 2 and 5 is a collection of path  1421 −−  nn xvx  and isolated 

vertices therefore, it is an acyclic graph. 

Case (viii). Consider the color classes of 3 and 4. The induced subgraph 

of the color classes of 3 and 4 is a collection of path 1+nP  therefore, it is an 

acyclic graph. 
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Case (ix). Consider the color classes of 3 and 5. The induced subgraph of 

the color classes of 3 and 5 is a collection of path  nnnn xxxxx 32111 ,−+  and 

isolated vertices therefore, it is an acyclic graph. 

 

(  ( )) 52,6 =FEDGTa  

Figure 2 

Case (x). Consider the color classes of 4 and 5. The induced subgraph of 

the color classes of 4 and 5 is a collection of path  nnnn xxxxx 3121422 +−+  

and isolated vertices therefore, it is an acyclic graph. 

Thus, the induced subgraph of any two color classes is acyclic and 

therefore the coloring given in the algorithm 2 is an acyclic coloring. Hence 

(  ( )) .2,52, = nFEDGTa n  
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Conclusion 

In this paper, we obtained the acyclic chromatic number of Middle graph 

and Total graph of Extended Duplicate graph of Firecracker graph ( ).2,nF  
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